FACTS at a glance

TOWERS PARK
161 N. SPRING RD

PARK AMENITIES

Lightning Prediction System
Playground Area (5-12 year old) and Play Houses (2-5 year old) with swings
Five Ball Diamonds
Two Soccer/Sports Fields
Picnic Area
Three square tables with seating for 12
Baseball Sculptures
Loop Path (.36 miles)
Drinking Fountain
Kiosk
ADA Accessible
Flush Facilities
Charcoal Grill

ACREAGE: 15.05 ACRES
ACQUIRED: 1971
PARKING: 71 SPACES/3 ADA SPACES
FUNDING: CIP, DONATIONS
DEVELOPED: 1999: RESTROOM
2006: PARK
2018: PLAYGROUND AND SHELTER

PARK FEATURES

SHELTER
“Nature’s First Green” created by Anthony Ball of TORK Collaborative Arts
Size: 325 Sq Ft
Amenities: Three Tables
Occupancy: 30 People

Towers Park is located on the corner of County Line Rd and Spring Rd.